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Abstract
The Covid-19 pandemic was officially recognized as hitting Indonesia in March 2020.
Since then the Covid-19 has dragged the economy into a recession. Its direct impact was
the economic difficulties of journalists. They have faced the layoffs and the reduction of
welfare. And their difficulties will not recovery anytime soon.
Another indirect impact is the deterioration of the quality of democracy due to the
increased pressure on freedom of expression amidst the health crisis. The pressure on
critical journalists and media is stronger and stronger. Violence against journalists has
increased significantly during the pandemic, especially due to the police repression
toward the journalists covering massive demonstrations against the discussion and
passing of Omnibus Law on Job Creation since early October 2020.
Apart from physical violence, the pressure on journalists also occurs digitally,
through the bullying of journalists on social media and the hacking of media newsrooms
which have been known to be critical of the government. Even though the number is
small, this is a worrying trend because it has a great chance that it will become a new
mode of pressure on journalists and the media in the future. This attack in the digital
realm has also hit civil society movement activists.
I will share the latest challenges faced by journalists and media in Indonesia during
the pandemic, in the form of violence, legal convictions, digital bullying and media
hacking.
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Regressive Indonesian Freedom? The Rise of
Digital Harassment against Journalists and Civil
Society in the midst of COVID-19 pandemic
It was the midnight of 21 August 2020, when the homepage of online media Tempo.co website
displayed something weird. At 00.00 (Western Indonesian Time), this news portal site could not be
accessed. After 30 minutes, the screen turned black, then the song “Gugur Bunga” (“Fallen Flower,”
an Indonesian patriotic song about the death of soldiers, as well as a common song to accompany
protests and funerals) was played for 15 minutes while the following words appeared on the
screen:
“Stop hoax. Don’t FOOL the people of Indonesia. Return to the right journalistic
ethics. Obey the Press Council. Don’t (make news) based on the PEOPLE who PAY (for it). Deface By
@xdigeeembok. “
The account, named @xdigeeembok, has been active on Twitter since July 2009 with 465.000
followers, and is known to frequently tweet information defending the government and attacking
groups which are against it. Previously, this account also attacked Tempo Magazine, for writing
about the government using the service of influencers to counter public criticism of the Job Creation
Law, a regulation that has drawn wide controversy.
The account @xdigeeembok also released their hacking information on their attack on Tempo.
co. Tempo.co’s I.T. division also identified the hacker, who was using an URL from the United
States. The hacker didn’t just change the homepage, but also attempted to shut down the system.
Fortunately, the attempt failed because it was quickly resolved by Tempo.co’s IT staff. Around one
hour after hack, precisely on the 22 August at 01.24 a.m, the website recovered.
Tempo.co is not the only media facing digital attacks that day. Another media, Tirto.id, also
experienced the same problem. As was the case with Tempo, the hacker entered the content
management system (CMS) and tried to mess things up from the inside. The hackers on Tirto.id
deleted a number of news stories, including those about the participation of the State Intelligence
Agency in the manufacture of COVID-19 drugs.
Digital attacks are a form of pressure against the media. During this pandemic, there were
actually attempts to hack the social media accounts of Pandu Riono, an epidemiologist from the
University of Indonesia, and the website of the Center for Indonesia’s Strategic Development
Initiatives (CISDI), individuals and institutions that are critical of government policies in dealing
with COVID-19.
The hacking of Tempo.co and Tirto.id is a form of violence against the media that the Alliance
of Independent Journalists (AJI) has been concerned about for a long time. According to the
guidelines for handling cases of violence against journalists issued by the Press Council, the term
violence against journalists and the media refers to all types of actions that prevent journalists from
carrying out their profession.
In the past 10 years, AJI noted that the number of violent cases against journalists and the
media remains high, with an average over 40 cases a year. Types of violence vary, from physical
violence, confiscation of working equipment, punishment, to murder. From the first period of
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Jokowi’s administration until the beginning of his second term in 2019, the number of violent cases
against journalists averaged 56 cases per year. There were 40 cases in 2014, 42 cases in 2015, 81 cases
in 2016, 60 cases in 2017, 64 cases in 2018, and 53 cases in 20191.
In 2019, cases of violence against journalists were exacerbated by two major events. First, a
mass demonstration in front of the Election Supervisory Agency office on Jalan Thamrin, Jakarta, 22
May, 2019. At that time. the people rejected the announcement by the General Election Commission
declaring Joko Widodo and Ma’ruf Amin as the elected president and vice president. Second, the
demonstrations against the revision of the Corruption Eradication Commission Law. Generally,
violence occurs when journalists have documented police violence in handling the demonstrations.
In 2020, again, the number of violent incidences increased. The biggest contributor has
been student and civil society demonstrations across Indonesia, with many people rejecting the
discussion of the Job Creation Bill. Related to this incident, here were at least 53 cases of violence
against journalists by the police in various regions.
In addition to cases of physical violence and confiscation of coverage, 2020 also recorded the
convictions of journalists. These were journalists such as Diananta Putra, a Banjarhits journalist
who was imprisoned because he wrote news about a conflict between residents and PT Multi
Sarana Agro, a company of Jhonlin Group, on 9 November 2019. In the aftermath of this news,
Jhonlin reported Diananta to the police and charged him under the Electronic Information and
Transaction Law. Diananta was detained shortly after the report. During his trial on 10 August, the
judge sentenced him to 3 months and 15 days in prison.
According to the data from AJI, cases of violence against journalists have been dominated
by physical violence. However, one phenomenon that is quite worrying is digital violence, from
harassment on social media, online threats, to hacking of the newsroom. AJI noted that the first
cases of digital attacks against journalists began in 2017.
On 24 December 2017, Top Score sports media journalist Zulfikar Akbar tweeted on his social
media accounts, with a tone of introspection, about the refusal of Ustad Abdul Somad to enter
Hong Kong. In the aftermath of the tweet on the same day, Zulfikar and his media were accused of
being blasphemous on social media. At the end of the case, Zulfikar’s case in sport media was no
longer extended.
In the following year, 2018, a digital attack was experienced by Kumparan.com journalist
Kartika P. She received threats on her Instagram account after the media published a special
coverage entitled ‘Taming Rizieq.’2 She was questioned because she did not use the honorific title
‘habib’3 in front of Rizieq Shihab’s name. In the aftermath, Kartika’s personal information was
exposed to @mastermeme.id, the account of one of Rizieq Shihab’s supporters, which caused her to
receive threats.
In the same year, there were also two cases of persecution of journalists. One of them happened
to detik.com journalist Gibran M.I. He was persecuted online after posting a statement by the
spokesperson of the 212 Alumni Brotherhood, Novel Bamukmin. This Islamic Defender Front (FPI)
person in his statement, invited women to choose Prabowo (the presidential candidate to challenge
Jokowi, now the Minister of Defense) if they wanted to be in heaven. Novel accused the news of
being inaccurate.
The use of digital media to intimidate journalists continued in the following year. Two of
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the victims were journalists working for jubi.co.id, Victor M., and a journalist based at Aljazeera,
Febriana F. Victor was doxed on social media by an account called @antilalat and accused of being
a liaison for the Free Papua Organization (OPM), an organization that campaigns for Papuan
independence from Indonesia. Febriana was also bullied on social media for her coverage of Papua.
In 2019, the use of digital mediums to attack newsrooms that were critical against the
government also occurred. One of the victims was Tempo Magazine, due to the magazine’s cover
on its 14-20 September 2019 edition, displaying President Jokowi on the cover with the shadow of
his nose stretching out as if he were Pinocchio4. The supporters of the President were angry and
organized a campaign against Tempo with the #UninstalTempo movement. Following this incident,
the popularity of the Tempo application on the Play Store decreased from 4 to 1.
This kind of digital attack occurred again in 2020. Unlike the previous year, this attack was
triggered by media reports criticizing the government’s steps in dealing with the pandemic. The
first case of digital attacks in 2020 befell journalists at detik.com. What triggered this was news
about President Jokowi’s planned visit to Bekasi to check readiness to reopen a shopping center on
26 May 2020.
The President’s plan to reopen a mall in the midst of a pandemic that saw a rising number of
COVID-19 cases, has drawn sharp criticism from the public. But a journalist at detik.com, who
wrote a story about this, also became the target of the president’s supporters. The attacks were
digitally carried out by exposing his identity. He also received murder threats and was terrorized
with fictitious food orders.
After that, there was a digital attack on four major media in Indonesia. Two of them are Tempo.
co and Tirto.id. In the attack on Tempo, the hackers tried to shut down the system without success.
The hacker, who claimed to be the owner of the @xdigeeembok account, changed the appearance
of Tempo.co. At least there was one news article of Tempo news was deleted, then subsequently
recovered. The account has been suspended since last September 2020.
On Tirto.id, the hacker managed to get in and delete at least seven stories. Two of them
are related to the handling of Corona: “The Corona Drug Problem: The Interests of the State
Intelligence Agency (BIN) & the Indonesian National Armed Forces to Step Beyond Science,” (20
August 2020)5 and “Various Improprieties of ‘Corona Drugs’ from Unair (Airlangga University),
BIN, and the Army” (19 August, 2020).6,7
Among the seven news articles that were deleted, one of them was the Preview of a Korean
Drama “Flower of Evil” episode 7 on tvN: Do Min Seok’s accomplices, on 19 August 2020. The
deletion of this article was suspected of disguising the main motive for the hack. With both Tempo.
co and Tirto.id, cases began with the hacking of the editor’s emails, which were then suspected as
being the main entrance to the CMS editorial staff of the two online media.
What happened to journalists detik.com, Tempo.co, and Tirto.id is a series of events that are
related to each other. At about the same time, there were also digital attacks on individuals and
institutions critical of the government’s handling of the pandemic. By the end of November 2020,
COVID-19 had infected more than 500,000 people and claimed more than 16,000 lives.
Digital attacks also took place under an unhappy political atmosphere. Since last year, there
are a number of incidents indicating that the government is being more intolerant of critics and
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intimidation of a civil society that express different views. One of the targets of intimidation are
those who are critical of the way the central government in Jakarta handles cases in Papua.
Digital attacks also occur when important government policies seem to favor the interests of
elites or oligarchs. One of them is in the Job Creation Law. Despite widespread protests, the House
of Representatives still passed the law on 5 October 2020, and President Jokowi signed it a month
later. It is no exaggeration to say that digital attacks on journalists, media and civil society are not
only a signal of diminishing freedom, but also a symptom of democratic decline, as previously
warned by academics and domestic activists and experts from abroad.
Digital attacks on the media are not a new form of attack on the media as they started three
years earlier. However, what has triggered these after the first quarter of 2020 media coverage that
was critical of Jokowi’s administration. In dealing with a pandemic, the government was considered
slow, not having a good strategy and weak in coordinating with local government.
Fake news and disinformation have been widely circulating on social media during the
pandemic and it has affected public confidence in mainstream media. So far, a number of major
media outlets in Indonesia have special Fact Checking columns, which are dedicated to checking
false information circulating in the public domain. This fact-checking tradition began in Indonesia
around May 20188 when 22 media outlets took the initiative to support the fact-checking program.
The latest digital attacks on journalists and media were exacerbated by the COVID-19
pandemic. The government’s policy of implementing social restrictions to stem the spread of the
virus has had an impact on increasing the use of Internet and social media9. However, there is
a political polarization factor due to the 2019 presidential election, one that Jokowi won with 85
million (55.5%) votes, defeating his rival Prabowo Subianto who won 68.6 million (44.5%) votes.
Jokowi embraced Prabowo by making him Minister of Defense, but Prabowo’s supporters did not
necessarily accept that defeat.
These former Prabowo supporters, especially from hardline Islamic groups, have often
criticized government policies on social media, which supporters of President Jokowi have also
opposed. Supporters of President Jokowi seem to treat media coverage that is critical of the
government as if they were in the same camp as those who were disappointed because they lost the
2019 presidential election. They cannot clearly see that it is the press’s responsibility to carry out the
function of social control over those in power.
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